
Homeschool Art (4-8): Week 1: Self Portrait Photo Collage (Michael Flicek)

TOPIC/CONCEPT/THEME:
Fine Art Photography Vs. Commercial Photography,
Collage, Self Portrait

NATIONAL VISUAL ARTS STANDARDS: NCSD FPA CURRICULUM OUTCOMES:

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
Students will be able to:
-Enhance appreciation and understanding of arts
-Explore the differences between fine art
photography and commercial photography
-Create a representative self portrait collage out of
magazine images (commercial photography)

VOCABULARY:
Fine Art Photography: the process of creating art by using
photos to express an idea, message or emotion. More
complex than just taking a picture
Commercial Photography: Creating an image of a product
or service. Meant to sell something
Photographer: Someone who makes a living by taking
photos with a purpose
Collage: 2D art that is made up of various different
media/materials, creating on uniform piece
Self Portrait: a picture or image of an artist made by the
artist themselves. Can be made of images/things that
represent the artist and what makes them who they are or
things they like.

CLASSROOM PREP:
-cut black construction paper to fit silhouettes
-set up a station to draw silhouettes
-set magazines, scissors, tag board and glue on materials table

MATERIALS:
-Magazines
-Scissors
-Tag board
-Glue
-Black construction paper

MOTIVATION:
Gallery Visit: Michael Flicek
RULES OF VISITING AN ART GALLERY:
1. NO TOUCHING    2.NO RUNNING    3.Be respectful and listen   4. Quiet voices
Why do people take pictures? To capture a moment or image of something that you
like or interests you
What is a photographer? Someone who takes pictures with a purpose
What does it mean to take pictures with a purpose? The photographer thinks about
composition or how the photo will look before they take it and they try to express an
idea, message, or feeling through their images.
Today we are going to talk about 2 different types of photography: Fine Art and
Commercial. What do you think is the difference between fine art photography and
commercial photography just from hearing the names?
Fine Art photography: more than just taking a picture, artists utilize the elements and
principles of design to create compositions that express something (a feeling, belief,
or identity)
Commercial photography: still uses the principles and elements of design to create
images but to a different purpose, to successfully sell products. Less creative
vision/freedom.
Allow students time to walk around and look at the images in both Rothenthal and
the middle gallery.
What is the difference between the two galleries? (one is all buildings and black and
white, the other is mostly colored images and of lots of different things are depicted)
What type of photography do you think these images are?
What made you choose that type of photography? (The subject matter, the



compositions seem intentional or thought through etc…)
Head back to the classroom.
Show some images from a magazine. Explain that images we see in magazines and on
packaging are considered commercial photography.
Where else do you see commercial photography?
Do you notice any differences between the images in the galleries versus the images
in the magazines?
Introduce the project by showing the example. Explain that students will be creating
a self portrait out of magazine images or commercial photography.
What is a self portrait? (a picture or image of an artist made by the artist themselves)
Our self portraits will be representational (not an actuarial image of our face) They
will be made up of things  you like/do that make you uniquely you!

ASSESSMENT QUESTIONING: DIFFERENTIATION: RESOURCES:

PROCEDURES: *Step-by-step with pictures when possible*
1. To begin have students start looking through magazines and cutting out images of things they like or represent them

-Images should be cut out nicely, no jagged or ripped edges
2. As students are working, call them up one by one to trace their silhouette. They will need to bring their tag board
3. Once students have their silhouette drawn they will go back to their table and cut it out
4. Once they have enough magazine images cut out they will begin to glue them onto their cut out silhouette

-To begin students should place larger pieces in the background and then add smaller more detailed images on top
-They should try and place images strategically in order to suggest facial features and hair
-Have students arrange their images before they start gluing to get an idea of how their finished piece will look

5.Once they have all of their images glued down and their entire silhouette covered they can trim off the excess magazine (they can also do this as they work to help them see the
silhouette as it progresses)
6. To finish they will mount their silhouette onto a black piece of construction paper
7. Clean up by placing unused materials back on the supply table and throw away any scraps of magazine paper and tag board



REFLECTIONS- What worked/ didn’t? What would you do differently next time? How could the lesson improve?
KIDS HAD SO MUCH FUN!!! The process of collecting enough to collage took a good amount of time for most kids. Gluing goes fairly quick.


